The Ocean ⎯ Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve

Directions: Read about Glacier Bay’s ocean environments.
Glacier Bay’s Ocean Environments
Recent studies show that Glacier Bay contains a very complicated oceanographic system within a
relatively small area. This complexity is one of the reasons why such an unusual variety of marine life is
found here. The ocean's invasion, as the glaciers retreated, created a wide array of underwater
environments with biological communities that often overlap.
Oceanographers classify Glacier Bay as a "recently deglaciated, tidally mixed, fjord estuarine system
with [many] underwater sills." This means that the bay is a network of large, U-shaped valleys that
were filled, once, by glaciers but now are flooded by the ocean and fed by streams and rivers.
Upper Bay ― Tidewater Glaciers Characterized by Estuarine Circulation
At the glaciated faces of the
system there is a more or less
continual supply of fresh water.
Fresh water floats on salt water
because it is less dense. This fresh
water forms an upper layer of
water a few meters thick that flows
toward the sea, picking up some salt water from below and carrying it along on its current. A layer of
salt water from the ocean balances the outward flow. This salt water is denser, very cold, and it sinks
below the less dense fresh water. This current flows into the bay and the exchange of fresh water and
salt water is known as an estuarine circulation. Estuarine circulation typifies the ocean waters of the
Upper Bay, near the glaciers.

Lower Bay — Sill Region Characterized by Turbulence and Upwelling
Estuarine
Flow
Underwater sills are piles of rock debris on the ocean bottom
that are
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remains of the terminal
moraines left behind by glaciers that paused during their retreat. Sills tend to be at or near the mouths
of inlets and other areas where the faces of tidewater glaciers once stood still for a time. Like
speedbumps, sills partially obstruct the Lower Bay's strong underwater currents, causing upwellings
and tide rips similar to rapids in a river. A very large sill, formed when Glacier Bay was completely filled
by ice, extends across the mouth of the entire bay. Another sill acts together with a natural
constriction in the bay's shape to form the extreme tide rips observed in Sitakaday Narrows. These
sills are usually backed by very deep basins.
The deep waters from the bays behind the sills, and from the ocean water entering the bay, are rich in
oxygen and nutrients and are very cold and salty. In this turbulent part of the bay mixing and upwelling
of these waters occur at the sills and constricted areas. Such extreme tidal mixing results in a
homogeneous water column in the Middle Bay. The region of transition from the Lower to the Middle
Bay represents a complex zone of varying physical conditions, which appears to have a large influence
on biological patterns of distribution and abundance.

The Middle Bay — Deep Basin Region Characterized by a Stratified Water Column
The waters in the Middle Bay “profit” from two events: fresh water runoff from 12 tidewater glaciers,
mountain streams, snowmelt and precipitation of the lower bay; and, mixing of deep waters in the
Upper Bay. Here in this relatively quiet area of Glacier Bay the water warms in the spring and stratifies
with the warm, relatively fresh, water on top and the cold, nutrient- and oxygen-rich salt water on the
bottom. In the Middle Bay, fed almost constantly by nutrients and warmed by the spring and summer
sun, you will find a marine system that is especially "biologically productive" or able to support many
living organisms.

Oceanographic Fronts
Oceanographic fronts, or frontal zones, represent boundaries between water masses that have
different physical properties, for example the estuarine flow of the Upper Bay into the stratified waters
of the Middle Bay. These frontal zones are often associated with higher biological activity, including
aggregations of phytoplankton, zooplankton, forage fish, and marine birds and mammals.
Sinking water masses at fronts are often noticeable and may directly transfer nutrients and other living
material to the ocean floor. Fronts may also act as a barrier to moving larvae from one region to
another; as a means of transporting larvae along the middle of the front; or, as a conveyor belt moving
larvae among varied density layers.
Fronts are often found where the flow of water interacts with rapidly changing bathymetry. In Glacier
Bay, Alaska, the Lower Bay entrance region between the north side of Sitakaday Narrows and the north
end of Willoughby Island is an area of dramatic bathymetric change. Patterns of surface water
stratification suggest that there is a frontal zone that exists within this region where the well-mixed
turbulent waters of the Lower Bay meet the summer, stratified waters of the Middle Bay. In addition,
there is also a dramatic change in salinity within this frontal zone, suggesting that high salinity coastal
water is sinking under surface layers of lower salinity waters brought by the estuarine flow of the Upper
Bay.

Just up from this frontal zone, huge populations of phytoplankton and high densities of crabs can be
found. This suggests that this region of transition from the Lower Bay to the Middle Bay is a complex
zone of varying physical conditions, which appears to have a large influence on biological patterns of
the distribution and abundance of living matter.

Glacier Bay’s Biotic Foundation
The bulk of this marine
productivity is driven
by countless billions of tiny
plant-like creatures, called
phytoplankton, that float
suspended in a shallow band
of water mainly in the Middle
Bay where sunlight can
penetrate. The phytoplankton
are too small to be seen with
the naked eye. Glacier Bay
supports incredibly dense
populations of phytoplankton that last throughout the spring, summer, and fall.
Phytoplankton can photosynthesize — that is, they can harness the sun’s energy and turn it into
organic material with the aid of chlorophyll. Each spring, when there is enough light, water column
stability and high nutrient levels in the surface waters, phytoplankton begin to reproduce, or bloom, in
great numbers. This "bloom" of phytoplankton creates rich feeding for zooplankton — tiny animals that
also live suspended in the water column. Schools of fishes prey on the zooplankton and, in turn, they
attract a diverse host of migratory predators such as whales, seals and sea lions, seabirds, halibut, and
adult salmon.

